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Introduction

Under electric dipole approximation, SFG cannot be observed in centrosymmetric media.
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Variation of the SFG exit angle with frequency

 The different frequency components of the 
sum-frequency (SF) signal can then be collected 
by different elements of a multielement
detector.

 In this case the spectral resolution depends 
crucially on the beam divergence.

SFG with picosecond light pulses                 bandwidths narrower than the resonances under investigation.

One of the few attempts to obtain subbandwidth resolution
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Disperse the broadband SFG signal by a monochromator

 The spectral resolution depends on the input pulse 
characteristics, particularly the bandwidth of the visible 
pulse.

Another attempt to obtain subbandwidth resolution
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Induced nonlinear polarization

NEW attempt: Fourier Transform Sum-frequency

Scheme of Set up and Theory

Use He-Ne laser for path-length calibration 

Resolution independent on the input pulse characteristic
It is determined by the maximum
optical path difference between
the two interferometer arms



Induced nonlinear polarization

Fourier Transform of              give

After normalization



n-octadecyltrichlorosilane

[CH3CH217SiCl3 (OTS)] monolayer on 

fused silica

Interferograms were obtained by 

summing five interferograms with 

𝝉𝑽 0, 250, 500, 750, 1000 fs

Experiments

Maximum IR path difference 1.5 mm 

spectral resolution is 6.6 cm-1

The spectrum are normalized by the 
IR pulse spectrum FWHM of 150 cm-1

spectral resolution is 6 cm-1
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The peaks assignment here are 
more accurate than that in ref6 
because of using He-Ne laser for 
path-length calibration 

Main drawback

 Slow scanning speed of IR 
interferometer

 As in conventional FT 
spectroscopy, shot noise and 
source noise in the 
interferogram should appear 
as noise over the entire 
frequency range in the FT 
spectrum



Conclusion

Main advantages of FT-SFG are 
The source-independent spectral resolution
The absolute frequency calibration


